In the Conceptual Era, Right-Brain
Creativity Is Unlocking Potential
By Jen Tota McGivney
A MORE perfect UNION

During the Information Age, left-brained thinking ruled. The jobs
that practical parents wished upon ambitious children were rooted
in STEM: science, technology, engineering and math. The recession
deepened this trend, as students reacted to a tight job market by
choosing majors that would lead to a job. According to a 2015 study
by Economic Modeling Specialists International and CareerBuilder,
majors like computer sciences and engineering saw increases of 32
and 26 percent, respectively.
In this light, college art courses may have appeared expendable.
Cute, even. Studying art, music and creative writing seemed more
relevant for Jane Austen heroines than modern students embarking
on serious careers.
But the new era we’ve entered—the conceptual era—shows that
the STEM versus arts debate might be a false dichotomy. This era
bridges the brain divide, encouraging the development of rightbrained traits that benefit left-brained fields. Those Austen-esque
skills have become cutting-edge knowledge, even in professions you’d
least expect to find them.
Daniel Pink, who wrote about the conceptual era in A Whole
New Mind: Why Right Brainers Will Rule the Future (2005), described
a direct connection between arts education and the next economy.
“It starts with realizing that arts education is fundamental, not
ornamental,” he said in an interview with writer and educator Tracy
Stevens. “We urgently need people to think like artists…. Creativity,
design and the arts will be the way to prosper and succeed in the new
economy.”
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STUDENTS IN THE
ARTS TOLERATE RISK
MORE AND COME
UP WITH CREATIVE
AND INNOVATIVE
SOLUTIONS. IT’S PART
OF THE NATURE OF
THE ARTS.

CEOs across diverse fields have said that what they value most in
employees is imagination, innovation and creativity, as well as written
and verbal skills, says Siu Challons-Lipton, chair of the Queens art
department. Yet these skills have declined during recent years. She
sees the return to the arts as a natural progression from years of leftbrained, high-tech thinking. “High-concept abilities are being called
on to supplant high-tech abilities,” she stated in the Oxford Forum
on Public Policy. The human ability to design something new, often
by combining ideas that seem unrelated, is the hallmark of the new
era.

COURAGE and EXPERIMENTATION

Mike Wirth, associate professor of art, laments that so many
children are ushered away from the arts as they grow older. “We’re
taught as kids that you can’t be a musician, you can’t be an artist—
that creativity is reserved for the elite few,” Wirth says. “But [arts
education] is about saying to them, ‘Let’s go back to when you were
five and fearless.’”
This fearlessness inspires students of all subjects. Wirth tells
students that no matter their major, design and data visualization can
teach them to create a new idea through an ideation process and then
present and defend that idea to a client or boss. Because 70 percent
of our mental bandwidth processes visual information, Wirth says, art
and design permeate everything and belong to everyone, not just the
elite few. When he tells his non-art major students that it’s okay to
be creative, that it’s okay to experiment with drawings, he sees their
confidence and excitement build.
“When [non-art students] have an achievement in art, they
get those endorphins—those creativity endorphins they haven’t
experienced since they were five. And those were the best kind, right?”

MATH BOOK to SKETCHBOOK

Cathryn Anderson ’18 is one of Wirth’s students. When this
accounting major signed up for Wirth’s “The Secret Language of Art
and Design” class, she saw an unusual item on the required materials
list: a sketchbook. Anderson never had a sketchbook before. As for
choosing one, she didn’t know where to begin. Do sketchbooks have
lines? No lines?
Perhaps the best way to see Anderson’s progress in this class is
to see this very sketchbook just two months after she bought it. The
figures begin simply. One, a sketch of a cow, she created by playing
with shapes: a circle here, some squares and triangles over there.
But within several pages, her sketches are visualizations of emotions
(What does joy look like? What about contempt?) and creations of
icons representing non-visual concepts (How would you create an
icon of Queens?).
Or perhaps there’s a better way to gauge Anderson’s progress in
the class: her smile as she shares her work, proud of what she’s created
and how she’s grown.
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“I’ve had to learn to allow myself to mess up, knowing that the
next one will be better. And not to take everything seriously. In all my
math and accounting classes, it needs to be perfect, so you try to make
it perfect on the first shot. But in art, it doesn’t have to be.”
Anderson signed up for the class to break up her math-heavy
schedule and to “entertain that other half of my brain.” The class,
though, has impacted her more than expected. For one, it’s opened
her eyes to the world around her. Suddenly, everywhere she goes,
she sees motifs, patterns—things she never noticed before. Also, the
class that was meant to give her a break from her major emerged as a
possible career advantage.
“[The class] has really allowed me to think on a deeper level,
especially artistically,” Anderson says. “Maybe when I’m in the
accounting world one day, I’ll be able to cut expenses by coming up
with a creative way to do something differently. I can connect those
dots.”

FROM WHITE BOARD to DRAWING BOARD

Anderson’s not alone in connecting the dots between art and business.
Art has long been a part of the curriculum for Queens’ MBA program.
Last January, the McColl School of Business began a pilot program for
the Online MBA in which students spent a day at the McColl Center
for Art + Innovation as part of their initial residency weekend. In this
custom program, an artist led collaborative art projects, encouraging
these business students to hone creative mindsets to supplement their
critical thinking.
The response to the program was so positive that the pilot has
become a staple. Students replied that it helped them cope with
disruptions and setbacks—two certainties of any endeavor—as well
as utilize creativity. This was no accident. Jane Williams MS ’15,
program manager of Leadership Initiatives with the McColl School
of Business, says that in a world where companies like Google and
Apple lead with equally creative and analytical thinking and where
business disruptors change the rules constantly, these skills have never
been so critical.
“What used to work doesn’t work any more,” says Williams. “This
program brings in a whole new skill set for students, and that’s one
they’re going to need out there in this innovative climate. This is a
differentiator for the McColl School.”

ART and RISK-TAKING

BRINGS IN A WHOLE
NEW SKILL SET FOR
STUDENTS, AND
THAT’S ONE THEY’RE
GOING TO NEED
OUT THERE IN THIS
INNOVATIVE CLIMATE.
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Lauren Glazer ’15 also connected those dots between art and business,
but in a surprising order. Glazer grew up with art. Her parents noticed
her love of art from an early age, so they kept her stocked with craft
supplies and took her to galleries and theaters wherever they went. To
her, studying art in college was a given. At Queens, Glazer completed
a degree in art history, along with internships at galleries in Miami and
Charlotte. She not only learned about art during these years but also
about the acceptance of risk and the persistence of the creative process.

THIS PROGRAM
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THROUGHOUT
THE AGES...

18th

Century
AGRICULTURAL AGE
Driven by:
Farmers

19th

Century
INDUSTRIAL AGE
Driven by:
Factory workers

20th

Century
INFORMATION AGE
Driven by:
Knowledge workers

21st

Century
CONCEPTUAL AGE
Driven by:
Creators and empathizers

“Students in the arts tolerate risk more and come up with creative and
innovative solutions. It’s part of the nature of the arts,” Glazer says. “There’s
no one way to think about things, and there’s no right answer. There are
many answers if there are any at all.”
Glazer applied to master’s programs in New York City at two of the
world’s most famous art auction houses, Christie’s and Sotheby’s, with the
dream that that one would accept her for the chance of a lifetime. But
things didn’t work out that way.
She was accepted by both.
Sotheby’s won. During her time there, Glazer’s initial ambition to
pursue museum curation evolved into an interest in the business side of
the art industry. Glazer is now working toward an MA in art business at
Sotheby’s with the hope of becoming an artist agent. She networks with
artists and collectors at galleries and festivals, and she maintains an artfocused Instablog to forge new professional relationships.
“In the art industry you have to take risks or else you’re never going to
go anywhere,” Glazer says. “My Queens arts education prepared me for this
intense master’s program, and now I’m going to go on to make my mark on
the art world!”

THE BRAIN’S hidden POTENTIAL

To some people, it may seem more like fluff than fact that an arts education
changes how we think, how we connect with people and information. But
music therapist Rose O’Toole ’14 is proof of the arts’ ability to forge new
connections and to develop voices in a very literal way.
“Contrary to popular belief, music is not solely processed on the right
side of the brain,” O’Toole says. “Music is actually processed in both sides
of the brain. It involves multiple types of skills to be able to play and listen
to music.”
Music therapists tap into this synergy. One of O’Toole’s patients is a
woman with dementia who suffers from expressive aphasia. This means she
knows what she wants to say but lacks the ability to speak the words, causing
understandable frustration. Knowing that this woman had been active in
her church, O’Toole began to play hymns during their sessions together. To
her surprise, the woman began to hum along. Then, she began to sing. And
now, for several hours after a session, the woman can speak in phrases and
short sentences, communicating what she’d like for lunch or what she’d like
to do that afternoon. The music sparks a connection within her brain that
nothing else can reach.

BEYOND STAGE, PAGE and SKETCHBOOK

The emerging conceptual era is a confirmation of what liberal arts
education advocates have believed all along: the arts aren’t a luxury; they’re
indispensable. Fostering right-brained skills is a vital component of higher
education with ramifications beyond the stage, page or sketchbook.
Even for students who will never write a novel or perform a symphony,
the arts hold immeasurable benefit to personal and professional—and
even cognitive—development. They not only teach students what to know,
but how to think and create, how to fail and recover, how to connect the
analytical with the creative. And thus, how to thrive in the conceptual era.
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